Come join the SLA Pittsburgh Chapter for Happy Hour

Why: (Part 1)...... to celebrate the power of our network...... even though many of us were unable to make the SLA Annual conference this year, let’s have our very own sharing and networking event to remind us of how we can make a difference to our workplace, and to each other. Let’s toast our 2013 Library Science Graduates!

Why: (Part 2): Following the happy hour, join us for an interactive learning/sharing session. Demo your favorite website, app, blog site or database. Tell us about a resource that you just can’t live without, or stumbled upon and finally tried it out...and think it’s great...we are ready to learn!

Details........

When?

Tuesday, July 9th, 2013

R.S.V.P. at:

http://tinyurl.com/n7n6trt

Where?

The Porch in Oakland @ the Schenley Park Plaza (across from Hillman Library);
dutch treat........
Followed by an interactive learning event at the Mervis Hall Business Library,
University of Pittsburgh 118 Mervis Hall